Daily rhythms in behavior emerge from networks of neurons that express molecular clocks. Drosophila's clock neuron network consists of a diversity of cell types, yet is modeled as two hierarchically organized groups, one of which serves as a master pacemaker. Here, we establish that the fly's clock neuron network consists of multiple units of independent neuronal oscillators, each unified by its neuropeptide transmitter and mode of coupling to other units. Our work reveals that the circadian clock neuron network is not orchestrated by a small group of master pacemakers but rather consists of multiple independent oscillators, each of which drives rhythms in activity.
and Zfh-1 double-positive cells shown previously (Fig. 2, F and I ). Therefore, using two different lineage tracing methods, we found that germ cells turned on a key somatic cell-specific transcription factor, Zfh-1, when E(z) was inactivated in somatic gonadal cells. Notably, the nuclear morphology of Zfh-1-positive cells originated from germline lineage was indistinguishable from that of CySC lineage-derived Zfh-1-positive cells (Fig.  3, E and H, and fig. S8G ). Furthermore, no spectrosome or fusome structure could be detected in those overpopulated Zfh-1-positive cells (fig. S7, C and D), which suggests that the germline-derived Zfh-1-positive cells eventually lose germ cell features. Lineage-tracing experiments were also performed using bam-Gal4, which drives GFP expression in more differentiated germ cells from four-cell spermatogonia to later stages (28) . In bam-Gal4>UAS-Gal4>UAS-GFP; E(z) 61 /E(z) 731 testes, no Zfh-1-positive cells were found to be labeled by GFP (n = 76) ( fig. S9 ), which suggests that only GSCs, gonialblasts, and/or two-cell spermatogonia are capable of turning on Zfh-1 expression.
In a complementary lineage-tracing experiment, we used a somatic driver to permanently label all CySC lineage cells. In C587-Gal4>UAS-Gal4>UAS-GFP testes, no GFP and Vasa double-positive cells could be detected in either E(z) 61 
/E(z)

731
(n = 32) or C587>shRNA E(z) (n = 45) testes, which suggests that somatic lineage cells did not express the germline marker. However, we did find that some Zfh-1-positive cells lacked the GFP marker in both E(z) 61 /E(z) 731 (50.0%, n = 32) (Fig. 4 , D to F, yellow outline) and C587>shRNA E(z) (68.9%, n = 45) (Fig. 4 , G to I, yellow outline) testes, which indicates that some Zfh-1-expressing cells were not derived from the CySC lineage. By contrast, all Zfh-1-positive cells showed GFP labeling in the controls (n = 26) (Fig. 4 , A to C). Consistent with these lineage tracing results, our H3K27me3 ChIP-seq data showed lack of H3K27me3 at the germline gene loci in somatic gonadal cells ( fig. S10 ), which suggests that germline-specific genes are not direct targets of PcG in somatic cells. Taken together, these results show that germline lineage cells also contribute to Zfh-1-expressing cells in E(z) mutant testes.
Because these results suggest that E(z) has a non-cell autonomous role, we hypothesize that E(z) regulates signaling pathway(s) for proper communication between germ cells and somatic cells. Our H3K27me3 ChIP-seq data in somatic gonadal cells showed enrichment of H3K27me3 at several signaling pathways, including Wnt (fig. S11) and epidermal growth factor (EGF) (fig. S12A) pathway genes' loci. Furthermore, we found that removal of one copy of the EGF receptor gene, Egfr, suppresses the E(z) 61 
/E(z)
731 phenotype ( fig. S12B ), which suggests that Egfr is a direct target of PcG in somatic gonadal cells and may connect E(z) activity in soma with the observed germline defects.
In summary, we demonstrate that the PcG gene E(z) is required in somatic gonadal cells to prevent ectopic early-stage somatic and germ cell proliferation. Moreover, E(z) is required in somatic cells to prevent germ cells from expressing a somatic cell marker ( fig. S13) . In Caenorhabditis elegans, it has been reported that the germ line can convert to specific neurons upon ectopic germline expression of neuron-specific transcription factors and loss of a key histone chaperone, LIN-53 (29) . Removal of mes-2, the C. elegans homolog of E(z), also makes germ cells more susceptible to conversion to somatic cell types (30) . However, it is unclear in which cell type LIN-53 and MES-2 act to maintain germline identity, because its function is ubiquitously compromised in those experiments. Here, using cell type-specific knockdown experiments, we demonstrate that the germline-to-soma change relies on the activity of E(z) in somatic gonadal cells, which suggests that cell fate maintenance depends on the microenvironment or niche where the cells reside.
networks of clock neurons produce circadian rhythms.
The Drosophila brain contains~150 clock neurons, of which 11 bilateral pairs of lateral neurons are necessary and sufficient for the insect's normal activity rhythms (6, 7) ( fig. S1 ). Current models suggest that this network is organized into two coupled oscillators: the pigment-dispersing factor (PDF) expressing lateral neurons that control the morning peak of activity and the remaining lateral neurons that control the evening peak of activity (6, 7) (fig. S1 ). The dual-oscillator model predicts that the PDF-positive neurons serve as master pacemakers that reset the PDF-negative neurons daily, thereby dictating the pace of behavioral rhythms in the absence of environmental time cues (8) . We tested this prediction by introducing various clock speed discrepancies between the PDF-positive and -negative clock neurons (see supplementary materials and methods).
The intrinsic speed of the molecular clock can be manipulated through the activity of the kinases Doubletime (DBT) and Shaggy (SGG) (9, 10) (Fig. 1A, fig. S2 , and table S1). Manipulating these kinases only in the PDF-positive clock neurons resulted in a coherent change in clock speed in these neurons ( fig. S3 ), thereby creating clock speed discrepancies between PDF-positive and -negative neurons. When these discrepancies were small, activity rhythms were strong and coherent with periodicities determined by the speed of the PDF neurons (Fig. 1B, figs. S4 and S5, and table S2). When speed discrepancies were larger, flies displayed variable free-running periods, reduced rhythm amplitudes, and a higher incidence of arrhythmicity (Fig. 1B, figs. S4 and S5, and table S2). Flies with large discrepancies often displayed two periodicities simultaneously, one corresponding to the period of the PDF-positive neurons and the other to that of the PDF-negative neurons (Fig. 1B and figs. S4 and S5). In flies lacking PDF receptors (PDFRs), the speed of PDF neurons had no influence over activity rhythms (Fig. 1C, fig. S6 , and table S3), indicating that PDFR signaling is required for PDF neuron control over the network. We conclude that the clock neuron network can produce coherent activity rhythms only when the mismatch between the PDF-positive and -negative neurons is less thañ 2.5 hours.
The presence of near 24-hour periodicities despite altered PDF neuron speed suggested that, contrary to the prevailing model, PDF-negative clock neurons have independent control of activity . Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) reveals a significant difference among groups in (A) and (B) (P < 0.0001 for both), but no significant difference among groups in (C) (P = 0.4829). h, hours.
www.sciencemag.org SCIENCE VOL 343 28 MARCH 2014 rhythms under constant darkness and temperature (DD) (6-8, 11, 12) . When we altered the clock speed of PDF-negative neurons, flies displayed increased arrhythmicity and desynchronization and reduced rhythm amplitudes ( fig. S7 ), though the effects were less severe than those seen when PDF-positive neurons were manipulated ( Fig. 2A, fig. S8 , and table S4) (8) . In the absence of PDFR signaling, the PDF-negative neurons determined the pace of free-running rhythms (Fig. 2B, fig. S8 , and table S4).
We hypothesized that the phenotypes caused by large clock speed discrepancies (Fig. 1B and  figs. S4, S5 , and S7) were triggered by conflicts between PDF-positive and -negative clock neurons, both of which drive rhythms. PDF neurons alone are sufficient to drive activity rhythms (6) . We predicted that in the absence of clocks in PDF-negative neurons, PDF neurons could coherently drive strong behavioral rhythms at any speed. We restored period (per) expression only in the PDF neurons of per 01 mutants (6) (Fig. 2 , C and E). When such per-rescued PDF neurons overexpressed DBT S , flies displayed a strong 17-hour period and showed improved rhythmicity, coherence, and rhythm amplitude relative to DBT S overexpression in a wild-type (WT) background (Fig. 2, C and F, and table S5 ). fig. S9 and table S5) . We conclude that the~24-hour periodicities displayed by desynchronized per + individuals with fast-or slowrunning PDF neurons (Fig. 2D and fig. S4 ) were driven by PDF-negative neurons.
Such improvements
Pigment-dispersing factor signaling is required for the PDF neurons to influence the pace of behavioral rhythms (Fig. 1C and fig. S6 ), presumably through the resetting of molecular clocks within PDF-negative neurons (8) , but only about half of the PDF-negative clock neurons are predicted to express PDFRs (13, 14) . Thus, the limited control of the PDF neurons over activity rhythms might be due to a lack of PDF receptivity among PDF-negative neurons. We examined PDF receptivity within the PDF-negative lateral neurons, a fifth small ventral lateral neuron (fifth s-LN v ), and six dorsal lateral neurons (LN d s) per hemisphere ( fig. S1 ). The fifth s-LN v responds to bath-applied PDF with increasing cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) concentration (15) . Using the cAMP sensor Epac1-camps (15, 16), we found that approximately half of the LN d s do not display cAMP increases in response to PDF, observing both responding and nonresponding LN d s within the same brains (Fig. 3, A to D (Fig. 3, E and G) , whereas none of the PDFR -LN d s (11 neurons from six brains) responded (Fig. 3, F and G) . All LN d s responded to forskolin, an activator of adenylyl cyclases (Fig. 3H) (18) . Thus, PDF modulates only subsets of PDF-negative neurons.
Given such differential receptivity to PDF, we hypothesized that PDF-positive neurons reset the molecular clocks only in subsets of PDF-negative lateral neurons. We visualized PERIOD (PER) protein rhythms in the lateral neuron network of control flies and flies with a large clock speed discrepancy (in this case, flies with the PDF neurons slowed down through expression of DBT L ). We chose this manipulation because the internal desynchronization in these flies was usually not accompanied by arrhythmicity (table S2). In control flies, the PDF-positive and -negative lateral neurons all displayed similar phases of PER accumulation on day 4 of constant darkness (DD4) (Fig. 4, A and D) . In contrast, there were differences in PER expression between PDF-positive and most PDF-negative lateral neurons in flies with slow PDF neurons (Fig. 4, B and E) . Only two LN d s per hemisphere were synchronized with the PDF neurons (Fig. 4B) . These were the two PDFR + LN d s that express short neuropeptide F (sNPF) (Fig. 4, G to J, and fig. S10 ) (19) . Synchronization of these two neurons to PDF neurons required PDFR signaling (Fig. 4, C and F) . Thus, most PDF-negative lateral neurons were not reset by the slow PDF neurons (Fig. 4, B and E). These uncoupled neurons were probably responsible for the WT periodicities displayed by these flies (Fig. 1B and figs. S4, S5, and S11) . Two of the PDFR + lateral neurons, a single LN d and the fifth s-LN v [both of which express ion transport peptide (ITP) ( fig. S11) (19) ], were synchronized, not with the PDF neurons, but rather with the PDFR -LN d s (Fig. 4, B and E) , despite their receptivity to PDF. Thus, the slowed PDF neurons reset only two of the seven PDFnegative lateral neurons per hemisphere, despite the fact that four out of seven of these neurons are receptive to PDF, revealing that physiological connections between PDF-positive and -negative neurons do not insure the coupling of their molecular oscillations.
Our results reveal that the PDF-negative lateral neurons consist of at least three functionally and neurochemically distinct oscillatory units: two pairs of sNPF + /PDFR + neurons that are strongly coupled to PDF neurons, two pairs of ITP + / PDFR + neurons that are less strongly coupled to PDF neurons, and three pairs of PDFR -neurons that are not directly coupled to PDF neurons ( fig.  S11 ). Each of these oscillatory units is unified by its neuropeptide output and characterized by a distinct mode of coupling to the other oscillatory units ( fig. S11) . We conclude that the clock neuron network consists of multiple independent oscillators, each capable of orchestrating bouts of activity ( fig. S11 ) and that behavioral rhythms emerge from the interactions of many independent oscillators rather than from a single group of master pacemakers. E xisting data on global bilateral migration flows are incomplete and incomparable because of national statistical agencies not measuring migration or variation in the way migration flows are defined (1) (2) (3) . Stock data, measured at a given point in time as the number of people living in a country other than the one in which they were born, are more widely available and far easier to measure across countries than are flow data capturing movements over a period of time. This is especially true in regions where the collection of demographic data are less reliable. However, flow data are essential for understanding contemporary trends in international migration and for determining relationships. The discrepancies between the demand for flow data and the availability of migrant stock data have hindered theoretical development and have led to conjectures concerning increases in the overall volume of global migration (4, 5) and shifts in spatial patterns (6) .
The demand for bilateral migration flow data that can be the basis for robust comparisons has led researchers to develop indirect estimates. These have been limited to European data, in which flow statistics are plentiful, and have required modelbased methods to harmonize reported flows and impute missing data (7) (8) (9) . Outside of Europe, global bilateral migrant stock data that capture the size of foreign-born populations in each countrythus potentially allowing indirect estimations of flows-have only recently become available (10, 11) .
Here, we present a set of global bilateral migration flows estimated from sequential stock tables published by the United Nations (U.N.) for 1990, 2000, and 2010 (11) . The data are primarily based on place-of-birth responses to census questions, details collected from population registers, and refugee statistics. First, we generated middecadal stock tables for the years 1995 and 2005 using a procedure similar to that used by the U.N. to align census and survey data to the beginning year of each decade (11) . To quantify the global flow of people over 5-year periods, we then obtained maximum likelihood estimates for the number of movements required to meet the changes over time in migrant stock data, using an iterative proportional fitting algorithm (12) . A detailed 
